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LONG-LINE LOITER

ERIC J. JUMPER

Flight Environments Branch
H~uman Engineering Division

6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Several free-fail and circling-line techniques have been
studied by the Flight Environments Branch, These techniiques

J'• enable a fixed-wing aircraft to remotely place and retrieve
objects above or on the ground at near zero velocity. Such
maneuvers introduce now concepts in performing selected
communication, supply, rescue, reconnaissance and strike
missions. A single airborne system hving high-volocity and
zero-velocity components can fly unique missions that neither
a fixed-wing aircraft, nor a helicopter are capable of flying.

INTRODUCTION

The Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory has proved the

worth of the on-pylon turn maneuver when used in the side-firing

conccpl, as an effective Air Force strike tactic. In studying

that concept, It was found thai a point could be easily tracked

using only a single mark on the windshield (Reference I). Since

the original study of the side-firing concept, the on-pylon turn

maneuver has been examined as a means of positioning c muss on or

over a ground point and/or retrieving a ,ass from the ground. Ibis

paper describes several long-line concepts, gives a short history

of the circling-line concept, tells what we have done in this ,orca,

and presents 4oine of the applicatlons now being developed.
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The air-to-ground link is achieved by combining the on-

pylon turn with what Is known as the circling-line phenomena.

A long line (anywhere from 1500 feet to several thousand feet,

depending on the mission) towed behind an orbiting fixed wing

aircraft, will under certain conditions, assume a spiralling

Inverted cone path with the free end at the vertex (Figures

I and 2). The conditions which must be met are functions of

aircraft speed, orbit radius, line length, and mass size and

weight, and although the combination of these factors Is complex,

the conditions are not extremely restricting. The system, Is

capable of two basic modes: a hovering point above the ground in

the case when the vortex is above the ground, and a line in

contact with a ground point when the vortex Is at ground level

or below. Thus, the some aircraft speed, orbit radius, and line

length could be used for either mode by simply changing the air-

craft altitude. A launch of the mass is effected by the aircraft

simply flying out of orbit and either flying straight and level,

or gaining altitude (Figure 3).

HISTORY

As near as we can tell, something resembling the Long-Ll•

Loiter systems was toyed with as far back as the 1940s (Uc.ference

2), but very little can be found actually describinq •ny tests unlii
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phenomena Is that by a pilot-mission ry named Lawrence Bradford

Saint. He Independently concelved'of, flight tested, and used

the concept in his missionary work in the jungles of Northeastern

Ecuador. Saint was one of five mis.ionaries slain by spears In

Ecuador by Auca Indians In 1956. The following are selections of

Saint's account of his work in circling-line (References 3 & 4):

"Jungle flying often presents the problem of

supplying a missionary stationed or marooned in a

spot far from a laiiding field. Nate had experimented

wilh parachuting supplies under such circumstances.

Shifting wind currenis sometlmos carried the loaded

chutes to a high tree or to an Inaccessible part of

the jungle. Other times, the chute failed to open.

There was the problem TOO, of communicating with the

person on the ground. Hand and body signals could

not always be understood."

"Thon he thought back to the day at Wheaton

when he sat daydreaming as he watched his pencil

swinging from a string."

"'The Idea struck me like the silver lining

under a hunk of cumulus,' Nate said. 'A helper

3



went along to manage the Items of equipment. We took

off for our first tests. The bucket was tied securely

on one end of the cord and lowered from the door of

the plane. One end of the line was tied to the plane

so that there would be no unanticipated complications

if the line should become snagged. It would simply

break."'

"When Nate returned to the United States for his

first furlough, he carried on further tests of the

bucket-drop at an airfield in the Los Angeles area."

"'While Henry Walton, a friend, was letting out

the line, ha said, '1 circled at about 1000 feet.

The circles had to be large ones, but now with the

bucket some 1500 feet behind us, we were ready for

the test. It Is like fly testing with a 2000-foot

polo.I'"

"'I banked and turned more sharply, gradually

making the circle smaller while we watched the bucket.

Like an obedient caboose on the end of an Invislile

train, it followed in our wake. Finally, strange

as It seetnedo the bucket was directly opposite us,

though a little lowers travelling in the opposite

4



directionl It seemed completely independent, just

mimicking our pattern of flight."1'

"'As I turned still more sharply, a curious

thing began to happen. Up till that tirm.e the bucket

had travelled about sixty miles an hour. Now it

began to move more slowly. The large arc of cord

behind it was finally bending in toward the center

of our circle permitting tho bucket to settle down-

ward toward the point of a huge invisible cone.'"

."'As the buckot dropped earthward, It seemed

to IoSe all norizontal mollion. FInalliy, It came to

rost quietly in the middle ot the open field below."'

"'Then we climbed a little, still circling,'

Nate continued. 'The bucket obediently lifted from

the ground and hovered.'"

"'We were now equipped with more than the old

canvas bucket, having acquired a pair of field telo-

phones and 1500 feet of wire... with fellow missionary

Bob Hart in the plane to help, we took off, and in

due time arrived over the village. Frank had already

arrived on foot. We circled and saw him wa-ving 11'o us.'"

6.,



"'We proceeded to unreel the wire at the end of

which was the phone was nestled in the bucket. It dropped

right into the clearing at the cenTer of the village."'

"'Hello, Frank,' Nate's passenger spoke into the

phone in the plane, 'this Is Bob Hart."'

"While Hart talked for several minutes to Malhis,

Nate relayed over the plane's short-wave radio to a

doctor In Quito, nearly two hundred miles away, the

symptoms of stomach ache, headache, leg cramps, cold

extremities, and clenched teeth. They learned that

Mathis was not in danger, so flew back to Shell Mara

for ths medicine the doctor h2d prescribed for the

sick Indians."

"Shortly after this proof that the bucket-drop had

praclical Implications, Nate and Bob Hart had an

opportunity to demonstrate the aorial phone to the

president of Ecuador. Both of the mlssionarios talked

to the president himself as The Ecuadorlan flag floated

overhead 'without a flagpole.'"

"'We have been wondering,' Nate said, 'about the

poss:billty of an ampliflcatlod of ihe rig being

6(



capable of rescuing a human being. I think that It Is

entirely possible, but should be approached rather

seriously, with responsible engineering help. It ;s a

fascinating subject and although i haven't consulted

our dog yet, I betleve he is going to 'volunteer' to

demonstrate how useful ihe technique could be."'

In later years, the circling-line concept was studied by

the Army, Navy, Air Force and NASA (Rocrences 5, 6, 7, 8) for

jo.;s such as supply, personnel delivery, rescue, reconnal.,sance

and Gemini capsule recovery. All efforts were abandoned for the

same reason, inability to position the end of 1he line accurately.

A major problem lies In fthe response tIme betwoen channing t',he,

aircraft maneuver and mass response. This time can be anywhere

from 30 seconds to concelvab:v several minutes,

FLIGHT ENV IRON'" ENTS ' ROL

The Flight En\,i or,:nents Branch f lrs looked at the phenomena

In the Spring of 1968. Within a month a major breakthrough or,

ground positioning was developed. The delivery Technique is now

called Double-Line Free-Fall delivery method, and is affecled bV

double leloying the line (1500 feet of Hlne to 2500 feet or mare)

as shown in rigure 4, holding the mass in the aircraft, and level

bombing the mass Into the ground target (500 feet to 2000 feet AGL

anglo turn .. ',tarioa Qo hold Thc li !ne inl a 5'lulled co".L: ion, '.;

7 / C,,
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thereafter changing to a conslant radius turn with center at 'the

target. With only a simple bomb site, accuracy of wlihin 20 feet of

the target has been achieved from 2000 feet AGL In a 15 knot wind.

Two further Branch developments In the Long-Line state-of-

the-art are worth mentioning. The first Is known as ihe Para-Loiter

technique. This technique is achleved by modifying the basic system

to Include an opened parachute just above the mass wih the apex of the

chute attached to the line (Figure 5). With thi.. arrangement, the

chute is streamlined while In tow but, as the L0.rcraft goes inlo orbit

and the line begins to stall causing the mass ito drop, and the chute

will blossom (Reference 9). The mass can then be allowed to fal all

the way to the ground (soft landing with chute open) or allowed io

drop for a ways and then retral led and the maneuver repealeJ as many

times as desired.

The second technique is known as 'fie Dcuble-,Mass, Doubli--Line

system. This requires a modificati'n to the basic system to include

a second mass in the line (anywhere from 100 feet to 1000 feel from

the low mass) as shown in Figure 6, When the sysiom is in loiler,

the low mass acl, cis asn anchor and The low line an anchor line to

keep the high mass statioied over The ground posiTio,; at a heighi

compatible with the lengih of the low line.

With ihe aircraft menu\uvers tested and ,.ocumonnted, and -oft of

the early application investljaf ions well underway, some ncar coxpie'lion

S 7 / ----
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efforts will be geared toward the development of an automated

long-line maneuver with Inputs to the aircraft autopllot ora

pilot display.

INPUTS: OUTPUTS:

SAUTTO P I LOT"

SI DE-LO"KIN
LASER MANqEUV U.RA[3L

IR) R TV" E I.;%_IS.. L

AUTO.,-'.AT I C

REMOTE V I DE

FIGURE 7: AUTOMATIC LONG-LINE SYSTEM

Components such as a controllable and Instrummnted mass, automtaic

reel, Doppler raear and a side-looking laser are being studied as

Input factors for an on-ba3rd ccriputer to zccomplish this tas;k

(Figure 7). FliHht testing of concepbs io.:ard this end will bc-Iin

In thG Sun.mer o" 1970 In a C-130 aircrdft flown ai Wrl- ht-Prt'rson

AFB, OhIo.

CPPL I CAT 10O1IS

The applic•:tions pr.•sently undcer study arn not !.o differo'r
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communicotion, re-supply, and rescue, as well as Investigation Into

such typically Air Force missions as reconnaissance and strike.

A. Com'unice-ions

Based on flight test data, hardware has been acquired for

a long-phone system consis'ling of a hot mike and headset to be

dropped to a ground observer with a nylon line conlaining hard

wire core for the ground-to-air connection. Upon completion of the

field testing of this hardware, recommendations for a communication

kit willbe made for eventual use by commando, covert Forward Air

Controller-, rescue and special Military Advisory Groups (Reference

9.).

B.

The re-supply opplication Is probably the most evident

and easily augmented application for The Long-Line system. Just

as Salnt was unable to reach his missionary outposts by airplane,

so today in places such as a hilltop in Vietnam, pilots are onable

to del ivur car*Eo, amrmunit on, and riodica •l suppl ies, to say r.oTh ing

of retrieving tha wounded. Many "ti ,cs hel iccpters are 'cn

vulnerable to risk landing and parachutrs are to unprodicTaDlO

to as*-ure lninding supplies in a smdll perirrmetor. Wilih po-.itioninq

ihe and of ilia lir. accurately no longcr a problem, , diict iI nu

t;'"l I.'- w,,,e- the a Ir nnd i K., crrcund with ihe rrcraft

Cargu and suppIi , can "1hon be sId down the line. Once Ihe doiiv,.ry



of the supplies is complete, the same line can be used to launch

supplies, wounded, etc., the size of which dependlng only on line

strength and aircraft tow cbpability.

C. Rescue

A Long-Line Rescue System Is another self-evident application.

Two such systems are now under study by the Branch, they are a small

aircraft pick-up and re-drop system, and a large aircraft pick-up

and retrieval systerm, The first Is the ruesi easily augmented and Is

at present in the final slagqs of man ra'ing. It consists of

dropping a low mass made up of a packed chute and insulated suit to

the man to be rescued. He thon noed only gut into the gear ana

signal to Tihe aircraft lo be :urnched. At some later time (o-,r a

waiting rescue team) ho pulls a D-ring which releases him from the

line and a static line octlvate,• his chute. Duo to the simplicity

of the system, no heavy equipment such as a large winch is necessary

and thus, as mentioned before, It can- be used by small aircraft of

the Army U-6 Heaver cldss, wi'lh uquipni"t developed by Ihe Branch

(See Figure 8).

Although an In'er:-'utw pick-op and retrieval syslum using

a small alr-craft has beon proposco, a system using a C-119 or C-130

Is now on the drawing board. A sirmi•ar low mass as u:ed Ir, The

re-drop syslem is dropped -to downed airmen, and again, he dorns the

//
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the man is reeled Into 1he aircraft using a large winch, in this

respect, it is similar to the Fulton Pick-Up System now In the

Air Force Inventory (See Figure 9). Flight testing of thils system

is planned Io begin in th-, Fail of 1970.

D. Reconnaissince an.i S'riko

Prevlously*, 'the Air Force had to choose between high

speed or near zero velocity (fixed wing aircraft vs rotary wing

aircraft). The l.ong-Llne not onlycombines high speed/high altitude

and near zero velocilty/low altitude into ihe same system, but allows

both phenomena to occur sim'ull'aneouSly. In -forms 0f reconnaissance

and slrike this mcans combining the accuracy of a low altitude stable

ple;tiorr, with 1-ho docreascd. vulncrabiliiy of a high altitude/high

velocity fixed wing aircraft. It also allo',.ws covert operations and

for the first "lime, encourcge, rcconnalssanco and strike missions In

weather conditions whiclh previously would have prohibited filghts

of this nature.

/9
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